Your Workflow, More Intuitive than Ever

What's New in WebCenter 21.03

April 6, 2021
Expanded Dashboards

- Additional document sources available
- Document source inline action-buttons
- Set required fields in dashboard forms
- Version-up in upload landing
Flexible Approvals

- Workflow Node: Add and Replace Approvers
- Change approvers without stopping approval cycles
- Reason(s) for Forced Rejection
- Route on Reason for Rejection from any approval stage
3D Assembly Improvements

- Create assemblies directly from CAD and Collada files
- Improvements to the View component widget
CHILI Improvements

• Multiple Chili Server Support
  Connect more than one CHILI server to WebCenter

• CHILI Document Version Support
  Configure which CHILI server to use for which document
Package Content Management Improvements

• **Performance Improvements**
  Text Content Sheets load twice as fast

• **Smart Text Inheritance**
  Existing translations are auto filled when using Smart Text

• **Drop-down Support**
  Predefine the possible values for text

• **Improved Text Input Field**
  Optimized and simplified the text input field

Strong focus on improving the UX, Performance and InDesign support
Thank you